
Italian Speaking Recruitment Consultant 

- 2 impieghi 

Regno Unito 

Categoria: Specialisti di personale e sviluppo di carriera 

Descrizione: Recruitment Consultant – Italian Speaking 1.     Permanent and Full Time position 2.     Full 

training given 3.     Good basic + uncapped commission 4.     Based in EC1 5.     Good career prospect We 

have two excellent opportunities for experienced Bi-Lingual Recruitment Consultants to join our successful 

Pharmaceutical recruitment company based in Central London. The successful applicants will join an 

established & thriving team with existing clients & a strong work stream.  We are looking for; 1.     ·Italian 

Speaking Recruitment Consultants There is full training and support given to enable each new employee to 

become a successful consultant and to build a strong reputation within their given region. Company 

Recruiting throughout Europe we are a specialist Pharmaceutical and Biotechnology Recruitment Agency. 

We identify, attract, recruit and retain key individuals for business critical positions predominantly using 

executive search methodology. Working within specific geographical areas our team of multilingual 

consultants and researchers support clients & engage candidates in their language of origin. With this level 

of local cultural understanding & specific knowledge of each region we can more easily identify, engage & 

leverage key professionals into hard to fill roles. The candidate 1.        ·You will have previous work 

experience & will be happy working in a fast paced & target driven environment. 2.        ·You will be a strong 

communicator with good problem solving capability. 3.        ·You will also take the necessary pride in your 

work to deliver a best in class service. The role Broadly speaking the role will involve the search, 

engagement and selection of highly qualified pharmaceutical professionals for open vacancies with our 

existing clients. This involves identifying appropriately qualified people and engaging with them to market 

our clients positions in a way that specifically appeals to each person. There is also an opportunity to 

market our services to new clients. The role involves a lot of calling and relationship building within the 

Pharmaceutical sector. To apply Email your C.V. and covering letter. 

Livello di istruzione richiesto: Formazione superiore, compresa quella universitaria 

Durata del contratto: Permanente 

Tipo di contratto: Tempo pieno 

Datore di lavoro: resourcing ltd  

Indirizzo e-mail: eva@life-science.co.uk  

Come sollecitare l'impiego: 

Apply direct to employer by email 

ID offerta di lavoro: 23482475 

Fonte: Department for Work and Pensions, Public Employment Services, United Kingdom 
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